LUMENWERX ANNOUNCES 10 NEW PRODUCTS AT LEDUCATION 2019
LumenWerx, the innovative manufacturer of advanced LED luminaires is showing ten
new products at this year’s LEDucation show in New York City.
These new, must-see products include:
§

Voila 2” downlights, wall washers, and accent luminaires feature truly innovative
compound optics, ultra-shallow construction with less than 4” depth, and easy
field adjustment of optics. True 2” trimless aperture features full driver access.
Available with ChromaWerx Sola and Duo for tunable white lighting.

§

Voila 4” downlights, wall washers, and accent luminaires feature truly innovative
compound optics, ultra-shallow construction with less than 4” depth, and easy
field adjustment of optics. Programmable drivers and integral Emergency
options. Available with ChromaWerx Sola and Duo for tunable white lighting.

§

Clusters Parabolic Louver, miniature luminaires offer generous, well controlled,
and widespread downlight that eliminates multiple-source shadows. Available
for recessed, surface, and pendant mounting in square and linear
configurations.

§

Clusters Adjustable, miniature luminaires provide full 30 degree tilt adjustment
with a choice of beam spreads and flood optics Available for recessed, surface,
and pendant mounting in linear configurations.

§

Clusters Combination, A 1.5" wide channel accepts any of Clusters linear
downlight optics, along with a lens and a blank cover. The Channel is available
in 1' increments and can be recessed, surface or pendant mounted.

§

Rim pendants are elegant geometry in light that serve both large and small
spaces with luminaires from 24” to 72” round, 12” to 48” square, and up to 96” in
a 6” wide linear configuration that can form continuous runs, power-over-cable
suspension delivers power from remote driver.

§

Shell offers simplicity, balance, and detail in a simple, 2” deep circular form for
recessed, surface and pendant mounting. Sizes from 8” to 24” (up to 5000
lumens) subtle luminous detail and ChromaWerx tunable white and solid color,
all make Shell both practical and attractive.

§

Squero Hubs create fresh luminaire forms with distinctive angles and intersections
between Squero modules. The precisely aligned In-line, L, T, Y and X Hubs apply
to any of Squero’s five optics for direct and indirect lighting.

§

Hospital Bedlight, this clean wall-mount luminaire features advanced optics and
control, including four functional light compartments for exam, ambient,
reading, and night light, as well as a integral Curbell controller for nurse call and
light selection.
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§

Acoustic Cladding adds 0.2” thick sound absorbing surfaces to many
LumenWerx linear luminaires, enhancing occupant comfort in today’s openceiling, open-plan collaborative workspaces.

We look forward to LEDucation, the show attracts some of the most influential lighting
professionals – and not just from New York City – who are clearly interested in seeing
what’s new in lighting.
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